Alaska Initiative for Community Engagement (AK ICE)

Lori Grassgreen
lgrassgreen@aasb.org
"Farmers and gardeners know you cannot make a plant grow. . . the plant grows itself. What you can do is provide the conditions for growth."
CREATE THE CONDITIONS
A SPECIAL THANKS

Initiative for Community Engagement
Association of Alaska School Boards
WE HAVE STORIES AND DATA TO HELP US
WE HAVE PRACTICES TO BUILD UPON
MANY PARTNERS TO HELP US GET THERE
DEEP COLLABORATION
SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURES:

- Partnership w/ Cultural Center & Schools of Nome & region
- Everybody is important and has a valuable contribution to the community/family
- We have a great local knowledge of the land
- We need more AK help & understanding from the outside world
- Enforce more AK help before Western contact
- From the eyes of indigenous people
- Get rid of social systems
- Everybody has a valuable contribution to the community/family
- We need more AK help & understanding from the outside world
- Enforce more AK help before Western contact
- From the eyes of indigenous people
- Get rid of social systems
- Everybody has a valuable contribution to the community/family
- We have a great local knowledge of the land
- Written on post-it notes:
  - Need for more AK help & understanding from the outside world
  - Enforce more AK help before Western contact
  - From the eyes of indigenous people
  - Get rid of social systems
  - Everybody has a valuable contribution to the community/family
  - We have a great local knowledge of the land

- New grading system or correcting system without “failure” in it more in depth grade
- No child left behind
- Kids move around at different paces!! Make it easy to go ahead/hold them back
- Need for more AK help & understanding from the outside world
- Enforce more AK help before Western contact
- From the eyes of indigenous people
- Get rid of social systems
- Everybody has a valuable contribution to the community/family
- We have a great local knowledge of the land

- Individuality vs. community extended family valued value systems different definitions of success? Local traditional knowledge not valued tradition of school year Local history!!
- Need for more AK help & understanding from the outside world
- Enforce more AK help before Western contact
- From the eyes of indigenous people
- Get rid of social systems
- Everybody has a valuable contribution to the community/family
- We have a great local knowledge of the land

- Base on mental skills, organizing other students/knowing information. I don’t like quick, as the spot.
- Need for more AK help & understanding from the outside world
- Enforce more AK help before Western contact
- From the eyes of indigenous people
- Get rid of social systems
- Everybody has a valuable contribution to the community/family
- We have a great local knowledge of the land

- Needs to teach social skills, organizing other students/knowing information. I don’t like quick, as the spot.
VISION & STRATEGIC PLAN
BUDGET
POLICIES
ACCOUNTABILITY
ETHICS
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
"Farmers and gardeners know you cannot make a plant grow... the plant grows itself. What you can do is provide the conditions for growth."
Jenni Lefing – School Climate and Connectedness  
jlefinig@aasb.org

Heather Coulehan- Social and Emotional Learning  
hcoulehan@aasb.org

Konrad Frank- Community Dialogue and Community Engagement  
kfrank@aasb.org

Claudia Plesa- Community and Youth Engagement  
oplesa@aasb.org

Lisa Worl- Partnership and Family Engagement  
lworl@aasb.org

Emily Ferry- Collective Impact - Cradle to Career  
eferry@aasb.org

Pat Sidmore- Data and Systems  
(also early childhood, trauma and the brain)  
psidmore@aasb.org